
QUALITY MANAGEMENT PROCESS OF GARMENTS INDUSTRY

This article contains the quality control processes as well as quality management procedures followed by different
garment factory of.

The inspection is carried out by representatives of 3. As a golden rule, approval samples that have major
faults, for example, those that measure too big or too small, those that have poor workmanship or fabric, and
those that are not of the right quality, should not be accepted, even with the pressure to keep to the agreed
timetable. When procedures are established, it will be a reference point for all involved with the merchandise.
Certain quality related problems, 3. Besides these, there are also some testing methods are done for keeping
the right quality of the garments. Kashem- give first preference to its valued customers. Related Papers.
Running thorough checks on all patterns and pattern grading. Set in Order 2-s â€” Efforts are then directed
towards resolving the tags. Abnormalities are highlighted by unique identification tag also known as red tag.
Mehta, Satish K. Control the reject garment so that they do not mix up with quality passed garment. Any part
of a business needs guidelines to operate efficiently, and this is especially true with quality assurance. This is a
descriptive and buttonhole, short zippers, inappropriate trimmings analytical study. Which are applied to raw
materials, intermediate products, and final products, to provide feedback to the quality assurance system and
to ensure that the system is working correctly? Inspect all pieces for the right techniques of ironing, pressing
and folding. In the person responsible and accountable for principle, these activities aim to maintain the
current implementing the schedules. The cleaning schedules should Consciously and consistently carryout all
activities be designed such that it should mention how, when, which must be performed daily or regularly to
where, regarding the cleaning activity. The etc. Quality control to appraise new range and suppliers with
designer or buyer and assess for any potential problems. But actually quality assurance is not quality control,
but quality control is an aspect of quality assurance. Now-adays buyers are very much quality conscious. Daily
work management DWM is used in all these 07 seven factories. Sakthivel, online publication. Among them 05
five companies maintain in process quality control sewing by 7 Pcs inspection randomly. Therefore, it is
important to employ Total Quality Management Systems so that quality can be precisely measured at every
level and defected pieces can be separated instantaneously. Pattern checks c Iron inspection. Mis cut table
covering. Keeping Pattern Log, Library and Evaluation Report Pattern is very sensitive, standard is to keep a
pattern library, track and change log of every stage as like before and after size set. To monitor quality in
production line they install Traffic Light Chart system or other system. Quality control and quality assurance
are very complicated areas of the garment industry. This will include items such as seam and hem allowances,
seam margins, pattern making and grading, notch depths etc. If they report is doing properly, easy to work on
it. Top cloth and interlinings are checked for e. Done inspection AQL 2. As the 3. Internal Pre-Final Audit
before Final Inspection Pre-final Audit or an audit before Final quality inspection procedure as per final
inspection procedure to confirms final inspection will be passed of every lot. Each stage is a stepping stone on
the critical path toward the development and finalization of the product.


